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Covert Fae 2018-01-22 to live i must tempt the angels of death it s been eighteen months since the
angels of the apocalypse ripped our world apart before i was a burlesque dancer decked in sequins and
feathers at the hippest clubs now i live in an abandoned hospital in east london scavenging for scraps at
least until i get the chance to fight back against the disturbingly seductive angels in fact i m going
undercover as a spy in their castle i have two goals learn their weaknesses and find my missing sister
problem is i have to pretend to be someone i m not an alluring succubus if one of the angels discovers
who i really am the fate of the world could lie in ruins i can t let that happen the angels tried to destroy
my world and it s my turn to ravage theirs
Rogue Fae 2019-03-21 after venturing into the underworld i have some badass goddess powers in fact i
used them to rid the earth of the angelic scourge only problem is the gods i stole the magic from are kind
of pissed they keep trying to kill me when i summon their power worse the angels are back on earth
harder to kill than ever when my lover adonis is abducted by our enemy i do whatever i can to get him
back but the angels have a new plan for us they want me to kill my own boyfriend since i m the only one
who can do it if we can t defeat the new onslaught of angels i face a fate worse than death and the rest
of the world is coming with me the final book in the spy among the fallen series
Confessions of a Dangerous Fae 2019-11-16 i m a dangerous fae i ll stab you with one hand while i apply
mascara with the other every member of the royal guard has a unique power and mine is skill with the
blade so when my queen hears of a new plot against the crown i m her top choice for a spy a little
adventure sounds like fun to me even though i have to play nice to get the information we need problem
is our biggest suspect is lugh a cocky sexy powerful king i d rather stab than seduce but as i grow closer
to finding the truth deep within the edinburgh streets a strange dangerous magic draws me to lugh when
his skin touches mine i feel alive and it makes one thing achingly clear lugh might be plotting to destroy
my court but he might also be my mate the one an old prophecy claims i m destined to kill confessions of
a dangerous fae is the first book in a trilogy
Spellcasters Spy Academy Series 2020-08-04 witches are dying at spellcasters spy academy and i m
always nearby when the bodies are found convincing some people of my innocence is impossible like hot
as hell alex wardwell who makes my heart race even though he shuns me in the corridors so between
passing the dangerous training spellcasters requires convincing others they re wrong about me and
trying to stay alive i m going to have a busy year thank the universe i ve always been up for a challenge
spellcasters spy academy series is a paranormal academy series with an espionage twist this series is
perfect for fans of harry potter and vampire academy suitable for ages 16 and up
Black Ops Fae 2018-02-21 ruby knows it will be difficult to bring an end to the angels reign of terror but
she does not know whether or not she will have to fight alone or if adonis will be with her
Lady Spy 2021-11-12 a dark fay uprising a dashing fay wizard and a growing anti magic movement mara
s blades aren t sharp enough to cut through this tangled web by day mara runs a clockwork toyshop by
night she spies for the resistance the last thing mara needs is a ridiculously handsome fay to train in
customer service and spy craft arnesto is persistent bedazzling and a twelfth level fay wizard he also
casts spells in all the wrong places talks more than he listens and manages to get himself arrested mara
plans to send the incompetent fay packing if he makes one more mistake but mara and arnesto must
team up when a fresh threat imperils both the human and fay realms are swords magic and a scrap of
prophecy enough to save the kingdom
Venators: Legends Rise 2020-07-14 in book three of this dark ya series four fantastical beings search for
a friend while dodging danger in an alternate reality full of monsters and magic the path will be forged in
sweat and blood rune grey the shape shifter beltran and willful vampire verida set out to rescue their
friend and mentor tate from the gladiator games but first they must navigate the perils of eon and its
warring factions each of this band of four carries with them a secret that threatens to tear their group
apart from within rune now bears the mark of the promise she made to save grey s life a nixie bubble
lodged in her arm that could call her away to do their bidding or spell her death even as their loyalty to
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their cause and to one another faces its greatest test rune s twin brother ryker is forging an alliance with
their mortal enemy the powerful sorceress zio who has plans of her own for the venators and eon hearts
will be bared secrets unveiled and relationships made and destroyed in this stunning installment of the
venators series praise for the series fast paced plotting will appeal to readers searching for a thrill
recommend to older fans of fantasies like cassandra clare s mortal instruments series booklist the
intense action sequences hinted at romance and entertaining dialogue make this book a first purchase
school library journal a captivating lush and vivid fantasy world walls writes quickly unfolding drama and
fast paced action delivered in an engaging writing style that is rich descriptive and gorgeously
metaphorical erin summerhill award winning author of the clash of kingdoms series
Fatal Illusion 2018-06-21 enjoy this fated mates assassins and rogues series by usa today bestselling
fantasy and paranormal romance author tameri etherton she s been hijacked by fate he s running out of
time can these magically mismatched outsiders find their forever after before their realms perish rori
macnair has learned to close off her heart molded into a spy to follow her legendary family s legacy the
faerie assassin is stunned to wake up in a strange forest and start reliving past traumas suspecting mind
control she shatters the spell trapping her only to stumble upon a handsome thief therron mistwalker is
avoiding a cursed crown tracking a dark magic wielder to end her vile acts the elf prince in disguise is
unprepared to meet a captivating fae determined to slay the same villain and realizing the prophecy he
dreads has finally caught up to him he teams up with his prickly new ally while worrying about the clock
now ticking down to his doom pursuing the evildoer through forbidden portals rori worries she s warming
up to her mysterious pointy eared companion far too easily and a guilt ridden therron struggles to set
aside his ever growing attraction as their prolonged witch hunt leaves behind a trail of dead bodies can
rori and therron bring their foul target to her knees and rescue their worlds fatal illusion is the enthralling
first book in the fatal fae series of romantic fantasy adventures if you like slow brewing chemistry
imaginative worldbuilding and the healing power of hope then you ll love usa today bestselling and award
winning author tameri etherton s powerful page turner buy fatal illusion to chase a happy ending today
The Fae Queen's Saviors 2021-12-25 complete series alert i have escaped the dragon s den and the pit of
vipers now i must vanquish them all they think i m their savior they think i have the power to take down
a sea of serpents an army of ancient vampyre fae a bloodthirsty dragon king plus two powerful mages
and their dragons what they don t know is that my magic has already failed me i cannot possibly be this
white witch with the power of a goddess i have everyone fooled even my loyal dragon defenders three
men i d give my life for and it may just come to that if i can t figure out how to wield my stolen scepter
before chaos descends upon periculi search terms steamy reverse harem reverse harem romance
fantasy romance vampire romance dragon romance epic fantasy romance alpha male mfmm romance ff
romance mfm romance complete series fae romance fast burn romance fantasy reverse harem dragon
fantasy new adult fantasy new adult fantasy romance for fans of sarah j maas throne of glass a court of
thorns and roses jennifer l armentrout shadow and bone leigh bardugo
The Spy Who Haunted Me 2014-12-11 eddie drood s clan has been protecting mankind for centuries and
now he s supposed to be in charge but nothing is ever easy for shaman bond legendary independent
agent alexander king is on his deathbed and he s looking to bestow all his wisdom and his priceless
secrets to a worthy successor to decide who that s going to be king has summoned six of the best
including eddie of course to give them his orders the first to solve all five great mysteries is the winner
he figures that by the time they ve finished backstabbing and betraying each other there ll be just one
man or woman left unsurprisingly eddie must be the last man standing as king holds a secret that is
extremely important to the droods the identity of the traitor in their midst the spy who haunted me is the
third book in the secret history series by new york times bestselling author of daemon s are forever
Winter of the Shadow Fae 2023 new york times bestselling author l p dover delivers an enticing
enemies to lovers romance with a magical twist twenty five years have passed since the darkness was
defeated in the land of the fae since then the realm has flourished under four courts
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winterspringsummerfallhowever nothing is as it seems an evil lurks close by known as the shadow fae
years ago a plan was set in motion to keep the darkness alive but there is one who s destined to defeat it
ella the future queen of the frost court has trained to embrace her destiny and save her people when kai
the shadow fae leader crosses paths with ella he knows it s his time to strike yet things take a shocking
turn when he begins to long for the one woman he s supposed to kill while passion ignites between the
enemies there is no escaping their fates ella is meant to save her people and kai has no choice but to
end them a decision must be made and it could cost them everything
Dark Alpha's Lover 2017-04-18 dark alpha s lover is a brand new paranormal romance in her reapers
series featuring a brotherhood of elite assassins from new york times bestselling author donna grant
there is no escaping a reaper i am an elite assassin part of a brotherhood that only answers to death and
when death says your time is up i am coming for you i answer to no one but death i am impenetrable
impervious immortal i exist to do death s bidding and no one not reaper nor human nor fae can stand in
my way except for the bewitching half fae catriona she swears the magic in her family passed her by but
i know better this woman is strong this woman is powerful and when her abilities surge forth no one will
be able to stop the dark fae from coming for her except for me i want to keep her close i want to keep
her safe i want lose myself to her again and again
The Nanny Job 2021-06-01 what s a vampire to do when he accidentally makes a baby hire a sexy nanny
of course a vampire for centuries frederick is tired of living in shadows to that end he hires the best and
brightest scientists to find a way to help him tolerate the sun without losing the benefits that come from
being a master of the night one of them succeeds frederick gets to feel the sun s rays on his skin without
barbecuing is reminded of how it feels to be human only later nine months to be exact does he find out
about the side effects now he s on the hunt for a nanny and finds much more than help with diapers this
vampire is about to discover how it feels to fall in love if his enemies don t eliminate him first genres
vampire romance romantic comedy single daddy
Fae's Envoy 2022-10-06 a fae on a mission to protect his people a human girl on the brink of death with a
sentient tail and cat like eyes gulliver o shea has always been different and everyone can see it except
for his best friend the queen of iskalt she treats him like he matters so when she says jump he flies and
when she asks him to travel through a portal to a strange human city and gather information on a
dangerous group attacking fae he reluctantly realizes he has no choice he just didn t expect he would
have to bring along a sullen toby lost after the death of his intended or that new orleans would be so
much more frightening than the small human farm he was used to visiting gulliver s obsession with
everything human brings him face to face with a girl unlike any he s ever met before sophie ann
devereaux she s kind and clumsy and sick so sick he knows her frail human body won t last much longer
the closer he gets to the humans behind the fae attacks the more he realizes what he s done he s failed
tia lost his mission become as useless as he always feared he was because the waitress the one fading
from this world isn t just a random human girl her father is the man gullie was sent to find together with
his second in command they intend to erase the fae from their world and they ll resort to any means
necessary to see it done from an accidental carjacking to an unhealthy obsession with beignets and cute
human girls with blue hair gulliver embarks on an adventure of a lifetime in fae s envoy
The Fae Queen's Captors 2021-12-24 complete series alert read all three books in the series today i have
escaped the dragon s den only to fall into a pit of vipers the assassination attempt on my husband failed
when his mage used dark magic to bring him back to life king milas is now an even bigger monster
determined to destroy periculi and the men i love my brother whom i believed to be dead is alive and he
has taken quin and me against our will to fae kingdom he thinks we ll be safe with my grandfather the
fae king he s wrong my grandfather and his mage are even more mad than my husband they harbor
many dark secrets each one more gruesome than the last we must escape their watchful eyes and return
to periculi before the defenders are obliterated i hope we re not too late search terms steamy reverse
harem reverse harem romance fantasy romance vampire romance dragon romance epic fantasy
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romance alpha male mfmm romance ff romance mfm romance complete series fae romance fast burn
romance fantasy reverse harem dragon fantasy new adult fantasy new adult fantasy romance for fans of
sarah j maas throne of glass a court of thorns and roses jennifer l armentrout shadow and bone leigh
bardugo
The Fae Wars 2021-04-12 what would you do if america and the world were invaded tomorrow by a
relentless and brutal enemy in an alternate 2015 a us army special forces team part of the legendary
black ops unit delta is in midtown manhattan to take out a chinese spy and his handlers sending a
message short of outright conflict all goes smoothly until they find themselves in a full blown shooting
war through the canyons of the city portals from another world have opened in central park making a
way for figures out of historical nightmare to invade the fae creatures banished from earth thousands of
years ago and now only part of our legends have returned with dragon fire spell and sword to conquer
and take revenge the first volume of the fae wars covers team three g squadron special forces
detachment delta as they fight their way off manhattan and then join the defense of the refugees as the
fae assault the bridges the fabled 69th infantry puts up an epic fight against superior weaponry and then
the war descends into the asymmetric hell that the delta operators know so well along the way they find
new allies and old powers that come to their aid
The Fallen 2020-06-14 ashleigh cruz representing the holdings of the cruz family as an attorney hires
paul rice to investigate an old factory for paranormal activities and cleanse the building if necessary so
the family can sell the property rice s investigation quickly reveals that there is more involved than what
he was told this leads him along a twisted path where he encounters a strange family a member of a gay
women s organization who isn t sure she belongs there and an old demonic curse dating back to the
spanish inquisition that has followed the cruzes across the ocean from spain to america and is killing off
the family one by one
Storm of Chaos and Shadows 2023-02-28 books gowns and crowns spring 2023 special edition
Love, Lies and Spies 2016-04-28 juliana telford is not your average nineteenth century young lady she
s much more interested in researching ladybugs than marriage fashionable dresses or dances so when
her father sends her to london for a season she s determined not to form any attachments instead she
plans to secretly publish their research spencer northam is not the average young gentleman of leisure
he appears he is actually a spy for the war office and is more focused on acing his first mission than
meeting eligible ladies fortunately juliana feels the same and they agree to pretend to fall for each other
spencer can finally focus until he is tasked with observing juliana s traveling companions and juliana
herself
Trial by Fae 2019-07-06 he must never realize who i am i m a demon slayer so i lead a simple life
slaughtering monsters as long as no one learns that i m descended from a forbidden line of dragon
bloods i can keep my job and my life but when a powerful fae king realizes i m his fated mate i ve got
problems especially since a he hates me and b he learns my secret and it puts my whole life at risk i
want to kill my mate the stars align when my employers send me to the fae kingdom to compete in the
trials of the fae as an undercover agent my real goal investigate the king for the murder of hundreds but
the king only has eyes only for me even when i m in disguise he senses that i m his mate and our
attraction is off the charts no matter how much we mistrust each other we can t stay apart but when he
realizes what i m up to there will be hell to pay that is if i survive
Highland Spy 2017-01-10 usa today bestselling author a tale of intrigue and romance with a large cast of
characters plenty of adventure and heated love scenes rt book reviews connor grant is in search of a lady
not a bride but a woman to become a skillful and seductive spy in the service of king james in addition to
being the king s personal assassin connor heads a group of female spies who aid him in his work women
with nothing left to lose ariana fitzroy is the perfect mark destitute orphaned and completely alone she s
missed her chance at an advantageous match at court and cheats at cards to survive when connor
catches her in the act he threatens to expose her unless she joins his elite roster of spies she agrees and
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is whisked away to a deserted scottish castle to begin her training ariana quickly takes to her lessons in
seduction deception and hand to hand combat but less easy to fight are her feelings of lust toward the
ruggedly handsome connor feelings she suspects may be reciprocated when connor recruits her help on
a mysterious task the pair must work together to track a dangerous target but ariana suspects connor isn
t telling her everything not just about the mission but also about his past will the secrets between them
threaten their mission and will they be able to fight their attraction as they wonder who they can trust an
appealing romance set in the early days of the stuart dynasty a solid thread of teamwork and family
provided by the strong supporting cast of ariana s fellow spies underlies the romance creating a
community that will surely thrive as the series continues publishers weekly
A Big Twisted Set 2023-04-17 can a pixie girl with a bum leg and mismatched wings untangle the
paranormal puzzles and solve the quirky mystery a town of wonky magic a fencer stabbed by her own
blade can twizzie untangle the twisted mystery twizzle twist isn t your normal real estate pixie nor is st
maurice your normal southern california town the magic in the valley belches at the worst time twizzle s
mismatched wings and bum leg are the least of her worries twiz is fortunate to have friends like the
ancient chinese wizard the barista mermaid with the bent tail a pixie cop and two chili cheese dog
obsessed mini dragons to aid her and she ll need all the help they can muster when the town council
leader has twizzle s socal home on the st maurice amusement pier in the path of her wrecking ball when
a cute new vampire arrives in town and needs a handicapped accessible home due to his wheelchair
twizzle has one pesky rule don t date your clients so she needs to finish the home sale before she can
land a new boyfriend but when their first home showing comes with the homeowner stabbed in the back
with her own sword twizzle gets tangled in a mystery not of her making can she untangle the knot of
clues parry the magical red herrings and solve the mystery in time to sell the home and stop the killer
twiz and her friends have to save their pier catch the killers and find time for mortimer and basil the mini
dragon to get their chili cheese dog fix each story is a self contained mystery with an evolving backstory
as twiz and her friends fight to save their town s beloved amusement pier this omnibus includes the
previously published tomes a twisted riposte a twisted tune a twisted dive a twisted treasure a twisted
inferno a twisted festival if you love mysteries with a dash of quirky characters a dose of warped magic
and snarky humor you ll love alyn troy s paranormal cozy mysteries
Taken 2021-01-06 in arcadia winter has no heart i make magic dresses for a living i m not rich or pretty
enough to wear them but i love what i do working out of my family s shop on carnaby street in london
until the fae show up it s a straight up kidnapping and before i know it i m brought to this wintry place of
cold hearts and beautiful nightmares but that s not the worst part the worst part is they think i m fae and
i m supposed to participate in some competition against a host of other women who have been training
their whole lives for this the prize the winner is to marry the prince on the surface that sounds almost like
a fairytale only this competition is brutal and bloody and the prince is the jerk that kidnapped me i can t
get too close to him or he ll know i m not fae and then i m dead but i want to get close to him his body
burns with the fire of a cold star and i m drawn to him i need to fight the pull and survive long enough to
find a way out of here but these winter fae won t make that easy
The Iron River 2020-05-05 two years have passed since eleanor opened the final gate and crossed to
the fae realm now she s back on earth only to find everything in chaos eleanor s returned to search for
isaac afraid the madness that nearly consumed him during his captivity will finish destroying him now
that he s escaped her search will encompass two continents and four countries and she ll encounter
enemies rising up to take advantage of the new world she s created isaac s fae jailer led him through a
hidden gate and into a central europe beset by magical chaos but freedom from further torture at the
hands of his fae and vampire captors might not be enough to heal the damage that s already been done
will eleanor find isaac in time to save his mind and his soul or will isaac surrender to madness and spend
the rest of his days cast out and wild the iron river is the sixth book in a complete 7 book contemporary
fantasy series by usa today bestselling author amy cissell keywords contemporary fantasy vampire
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romance adult shifter romance fantasy complete series vampire books shifter books action adventure
fantasy dragon books portal fantasy fae faery fantasy supernatural series tough heroine books magical
apocalypse books witch books fae books humorous fantasy urban fantasy
City of Thorns 2021-08-11 paperback
The Secret Chapter 2020-01-07 time travelling dimension jumping librarian spy irene and dragon
prince kai will have to team up with an unlikely band of misfits to pull off an amazing art heist or risk the
wrath of a dangerous villain with a secret island lair a librarian s work is never done and irene is
summoned to the library the world where she grew up is in danger of veering deep into chaos and she
needs to obtain a particular book to stop this from happening her only choice is to contact a mysterious
fae information broker and trader of rare objects mr nemo irene and kai make their way to mr nemo s
remote caribbean island and are invited to dinner which includes unlikely company mr nemo has an offer
for everyone there he wants them to steal a specific painting from a specific world but to get their reward
they will have to form a team including a dragon techie a fae thief a gambler a driver and the muscle
their goal the kunsthistorisches museum in vienna in an early twenty first century world where their
toughest challenge might be each other
Touched By Faelight 2022-06-16 a new enemy of the fae threatens two mere humans in contemporary
istanbul a long drawn out civil war between imperial fae on the asian side of the bosphorus and an
alliance of fae occupying the ancient city has ground down the human occupants for ten long years nikol
human orphan and a greek in a city of turks is touched by disturbingly magical abilities of her own the
humans in the city treat her with suspicion yet she is valuable to the human resistance and beloved by
the resistance s greatest spy among the fae arda sokol is terrified the fae will learn of nikol s abilities and
his effort to protect her strains their relationship until they must work together to defeat a new threat to
the fae and he learns she is not weak at all touched by faelight is a short story by urban fantasy author
taylen carver originally included in the street magic urban fantasy anthology from camden park press
and now published as a standalone urban fantasy short story praise for taylen carver s urban fantasy
plenty of exciting twists and turns feel the tingling of danger the aha s of escaping death and the
excitement of magic i loved this and will continue on with the series a very satisfying first book for a new
series blends the paranormal and the thriller suspense you expect in a who done it crime story love the
heroine the story is filled with many interesting characters and i m sure throughout the series we will
learn more about them and their new sheriff and i can t wait to read all about them canadian author
taylen carver writes edgy urban fantasy doesn t pull punches and would rather be writing unless
otherwise notified when not writing taylen can usually be found inside speculative fiction of other authors
favourites include jim butcher charlaine harris kevin hearne laurell k hamilton and emma bull
Primal Bonds 2011-03-01 collared and controlled shifters are outcast from humanity but waiting within
are passions that no collar can contain in this novel in the new york times bestselling shifters unbound
series when a female shifter comes to town seeking refuge feline shifter sean morrissey claims the new
arrival expecting a submissive little she wolf instead he finds a beautiful woman who looks him straight in
the eye without fear stirring the mating frenzy within him as a half fae half shifter andrea gray is used to
looking out for herself but in order to relocate to a new shiftertown and escape an unwanted mate claim
andrea must accept a new mate a guardian seems as good a candidate as any but andrea s intense
attraction to sean is something she never expected and a perilous complication for a woman with a
troubled past
The Last Warrior 2021-02-16 rhianne daughter of the powerful lady aisling is in a jam she s been
imprisoned by an ambitious fae lord who is abetted by rhianne s ruthless and cruel father her prison door
is shattered by an incredibly powerful creature who in a flash settles into the guise of a handsome man
with a warm smile he tells her his name is ben and that he s been sent to be her guide and a protector
ben the last of a warrior race destroyed by the fae has lived a thousand years in exile and now has found
a place among the shifters he s the caretaker of a sentient house outside new orleans and the shifters
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turn to him when they re in dire trouble even so ben is aware of his aloneness his people gone forever
ben escorts rhianne to his world to keep her safe rhianne is reluctant to trust her fate to him but she soon
finds the human world the shifters and most of all ben have captured her fascination and her heart when
her own strange powers awaken within her ben is the only one she can turn to for help but will assisting
her put ben in the most danger he s ever faced book 13 in the shifters unbound series
A Spy Among Friends 2015-05-12 new york times bestseller the true story of kim philby the cold war s
most infamous spy from the master espionage writer and author of the spy and the traitor who was kim
philby those closest to him like his fellow mi6 officer and best friend since childhood nicholas elliot and
the cia s head of counterintelligence james jesus angleton knew him as a loyal confidant and an
unshakeable patriot philby was a brilliant and charming man who rose to head britain s
counterintelligence against the soviet union together with elliott and angleton he stood on the front lines
of the cold war holding communism at bay but he was secretly betraying them both he was working for
the russians the entire time every word uttered in confidence to philby by his colleagues in the west
made its way to moscow leading countless missions to their doom and subverting american and british
attempts to subdue the soviet threat so how was this cunning double agent finally exposed in a spy
among friends ben macintyre expertly weaves the heart pounding tale of how philby almost got away
with it all and what happened when he was finally unmasked based on personal papers and never before
seen british intelligence files this is ben macintyre s epic telling of one of the greatest spy stories ever a
cold war history that will keep you on the edge of your seat
British Writers and MI5 Surveillance, 1930-1960 2013 the book explores records that mi5 britain s
domestic intelligence agency maintained on influential left wing writers from 1930 to 1960
The Spy 1831 being put in charge of a werewolf pack might be someone s dream but it s hedi s
nightmare hints that it s not working out include the creemore wolves wanting her blood and the council
of weres wanting her dead then all hedi s wishes are granted robson trowbridge pack leader returns and
her love isn t alone he s found her missing twin brother lexi among the fae with this double helping of
wonderful things should ve been all sunshine and flowers but the fae lands have changed both men hedi
s brother is dying of an addiction and her relationship with robson may not survive the forces pushing
them apart to combat the darkness ahead hedi must face her dangerous were fae heritage and accept
the consequences the thing about wolves is published under the title the thing about weres in the united
states
The Thing About Wolves 2013-08-01 in book 6 of the ella and owen series the twins find themselves
caught in a muddy battle between dwarves and elves the twins find themselves in yet another messy
situation when they are mistaken for spies the dwarves think ella and owen are spying on them for the
elves and the elves think the twins are spying on them for the dwarves can ella and owen convince the
elves and the dwarves that they re not spies and finally get home
Ella and Owen 6: Dragon Spies! 2022-01-25 enjoy this rival families series by usa today bestselling
paranormal romance author tameri etherton who will rise who will die a madman hunts fae a life falters
beneath the glass nikala s world crumbled when cian killed malcolm and then disappeared through the
doorway to faerie as she struggles to hold the reigns of malcolm s business and of her heart she begins
to lose hope of ever seeing the mysterious fae again when his sister rori arrives unexpectedly she ll be
forced to feign indifference to save the girl s life but rori macnair isn t a pushover and nikala will have to
make a hard choice that might destroy any chance of happiness she hoped to have with cian as cian lays
dying from his injuries sustained in the human realm rori takes it upon herself to find out what happened
and why he isn t healing the man she thought could give her answers is dead and in his place is a woman
whose name rori s heard before from her own brother she ll have to work with the enemy to save cian s
life there s just one problem nikala doesn t want anything to do with her as hostilities rise loyalties must
be drawn alliances made will the fate of both worlds rest on the legacy of one or will a shadow from the
past emerge to claim what they believe is rightfully theirs some legacies are better left forgotten fatal
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legacy is the third book in the paranormal romance fatal fae series a steamy romantic story with some
strong language violence and oh my sexy times enjoy
Fatal Legacy 2020-07-14 everything aoife thought she knew about the world was a lie there is no
necrovirus and aoife isn t going to succomb to madness because of a latent strain she will lose her
faculties because she is allergic to iron aoife isn t human she is a changeling half human and half from
the land of thorn and time is running out for her when aoife destroyed the lovecraft engine she released
the monsters from the thorn lands into the iron lands and now she must find a way to seal the gates and
reverse the destruction she s ravaged on the world that s about to poison her
The Nightmare Garden: The Iron Codex Book Two 2012-02-14 this digital box set includes the final
three books in the eleanor morgan series visit the fae plane for treachery war and post apocalyptic
magical chaos eleanor morgan has destroyed the world as we know it but the danger isn t over yet when
eleanor woke up naked alone and surrounded by fire weeks after opening the final gate and reconnecting
earth and fae plane the only things on her mind are finding raj and getting revenge on finn but before
eleanor can get a handle on her post apocalyptic world florence cashes in her promise it s time for
eleanor to go home eleanor raj florence and petrina the beautiful icy vampire who is raj s scion and the
balance to florence s more fiery personality make their way to the light court where eleanor will take her
place at the side of her father the fae king there are more promises for eleanor to fulfill though than just
finding her friend s long lost sister she s pledged to search for isaac and free him from the prison where
the dark queen and her sadistic vampire minion have been holding him and to do so before his mind
completely shatters in the end it all comes down to two people the raven queen and the dragon queen as
they hurtle toward blood war over the dark throne it s impossible to determine where loyalties lie in a
land where everyone must tell the truth will double dealings and mistrust force eleanor into a
confrontation with the dark queen before she s ready ms cissell is a truly gifted writer she has fun with
her characters just the right amount of sexy and a solid understanding of how to write a series that you
don t want to end i find myself rushing to read the last chapters to find the next twist even as i mourn
having to wait for the next installment 5 star amazon review for the lost child wow i love love love this
series if you like fae creatures of all kinds magic shapeshifters of all kinds vampires a great love story or
two dragons etc then this is your series and this book the iron river does not disappoint 5 star amazon
review this series is epic it has some dark undertones but if you like jrr tolkien you will love this series it
has magic and other planes it has fae folk and witches it has saving the world and falling in love it has
characters that you just want to be best friends with and ones you just hate it has everything and now i
have to start over and figure out what i missed i love love love this series my all time favorite thank you
amy for the privilege of getting to read it wow you really need to read these books 5 star amazon review
keywords contemporary fantasy box set contemporary fantasy vampire romance adult shifter romance
fantasy complete series vampire books shifter books action adventure fantasy dragon books portal
fantasy fae faery fantasy supernatural series tough heroine books magical apocalypse books witch books
fae books humorous fantasy urban fantasy
Eleanor Morgan Box Set (Books 5-7) 2021-11-09 the first clash between the q ran and huk na tans may
have passed but the war is far over both systems scurry to rebuild their fleets terrified that their new foes
may seize upon any advantage all the while there are those that would work tirelessly to undermine
those in control ranak s strength waxes as he sets his sights upon the emperor s throne while the king of
huk na ta willingly remains ignorant of the trials his people are suffering content in his immutable role fae
gre the child of a noble family gets conscripted to find the world isn t as comfortable as he once believed
as he finds himself immersed in the darker side of human nature as he finds his new place in the
desolate worlds innocents are starving and the solutions to food shortages are becoming bleak all the
while the greatest threat that either system has ever faced inexorably marches toward a culmination that
will pass beyond the borders of reality
Returning Gods 2015-03-19 the third book in the 1 bestselling series with bits of buffy game of thrones
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and outlander this is a glorious series of total joy stylist feyre has returned to the spring court determined
to gather information on tamlin s manoeuvrings and the invading king threatening to bring her land to its
knees but to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit and one slip may spell doom not only for feyre
but for her world as well as war bears down upon them all feyre must decide who to trust amongst the
dazzling and lethal high lords and hunt for allies in unexpected places and her heart will face the ultimate
test as she and her mate are forced to question whether they can truly trust each other sarah j maas s
books have sold millions of copies and have been translated into 37 languages discover the sweeping
romantic fantasy that everyone s talking about for yourself
A Court of Wings and Ruin 2017-05-02 caution falling may be deadly fashion influencer and secret
wizard hannah vos knew she had haters she just didn t expect her best friend to be one of them now she
s determined to save her career even if it means confronting the half demon frenemy who almost killed
her but first she s going to have to ditch the annoyingly attractive dragon fae that the faerie queen
assigned to be her bodyguard when ved ashwing volunteered to protect hannah he thought it would be
easy so long as he kept her inside her warded apartment and kept the demons outside he would prove
he could be trusted and secure his position among the dragon fae but sitting around and waiting until the
war with the demons blows over is not on hannah s to do list determined to complete his job ved agrees
to accompany hannah behind enemy lines so she can secure the future of her career at her frenemy s
annual summer party to make it work ved will have to pretend to be hannah s boyfriend but ved can t lie
and the last thing either of them wants is to be catching feelings when they should be crushing demons
can they keep up the act long enough to end the war between the fae and the demons or will their
enemies find a way to use their inconvenient attraction to destroy them
Ash of the Fae 2022-06-21
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